Exploiting the convergence of embryonic and tumorigenic signaling pathways to develop new therapeutic targets.
As our understanding of embryonic stem cell biology becomes more sophisticated, the similarities between multipotent cancer cells and these totipotent precursors are increasingly striking. Both multipotent cancer cells and embryonic stem cells possess the ability to self-renew, epigenetically alter their neighboring cellular architecture, and populate a tissue mass with a phenotypically heterogeneous composition of cells. While the molecular signature of these cell types continues to be elucidated, new insights are emerging related to the convergence of embryonic and tumorigenic signaling pathways. Understanding the molecular underpinnings of these two stem cell phenotypes may lead to new therapeutic targets for the elusive cancer cell. While still in its infancy, the potential of adapting embryonic stem cells, and more specifically the factors they produce, is enormous for clinical application. Here we outline evidence that demonstrates the inductive influence of embryonic stem cells and their microenvironment to reprogram cancer cells to exhibit a more benign phenotype, with profound implications for differentiation therapy.